Dear Parents:

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL wants you to be safe when getting your kids to and from school. We are providing you with the HIGH PLAINS “KNOW PARKING” Traffic-Flow map for the Early Childhood Program and some general guidelines for traffic flow during drop off and pick up times to make getting in and out of the school an easy and safe process for everyone.

ARRIVING: Please park in the Early Childhood parking area or in the Open Parking Lot available to parents.

ENTER at Buffalo Mountain Drive - Enter the Early Childhood parking and drop-off zone to your right - follow the Orange Arrows on the Map. Or enter and park in the Open Parking lot - See the Blue Arrows on the map for details. The Open Parking Lot is one way – please enter nearest the Buffalo Mountain entrance and exit on the northeast side of the lot. Walk your child to the school using the provided crosswalks. The crosswalks are there for your safety, please do not cut across other traffic areas.

EXIT at Lost Creek Drive - RIGHT TURN ONLY! No left turns will be allowed to keep the traffic flowing. If you need to get back to your neighborhood, drive out to the roundabout to come back around.

NO PARKING ZONES:
- In the Hug & GO Zone - it is for drop off only!
- On Lost Creek or Buffalo Mountain Drive – these are residential areas.
- On Boyd Lake Drive – this is a NO PARKING zone.
- In the bus loop – this area is for buses and emergency vehicles only. Do not park here as it is dangerous for your vehicles and your children – park in the parking areas and use the crosswalks to walk your children safely inside.
- Staff Parking Lot – this area is for staff only.

Remember, always be aware! Watch for children walking across the streets, follow the designated speed limits, and pay close attention to crossing guards and staff. Also, consider letting your child walk or bike if you live near the school or set up a school carpool. Less automobile traffic plus more families walking or biking to school equals a safer pedestrian and bicycling environment and less traffic congestion for everyone. We encourage you to walk, bike or carpool to school at least once or twice a week!

Have a happy and safe school year!
HIGH PLAINS “KNOW-PARKING” TRAFFIC-FLOW MAP
EARLY CHILDHOOD

DROP OFF & PICK UP PROCEDURES FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD

ARRIVING

PARK: Please park in the Early Childhood Parking area or in the Open Parking lot. Do Not park in the Bus Lane of the Early Childhood Parking area - park in the the spaces provided and walk your child in via the crosswalk.

ENTER

Buffalo Mountain Drive - Early Childhood parking is to the RIGHT, Overflow parking is in the Open Parking Lot to the LEFT.

EXIT

FROM Early Childhood Parking - Exit out the parking area to the North and Follow the HUG & GO lane out to LOST CREEK DRIVE.

DO NOT TURN LEFT out of the Early Childhood Parking Area.

FROM Open Parking - The Open Parking Lot is ONE WAY - please drive around the parking lot counter-clockwise and exit from the lane closest to the center walkway. You may exit out to the Right toward Buffalo Mountain Drive or Left and go around the HUG & GO ZONE to exit out to Lost Creek Drive

Empower to learn – Challenge to achieve – Inspire to excel